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The Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) is a salient feature of tropical atmospheric
circulation characterized by intense convective clouds and rainfall north of the equator.
Climate models, however, commonly experience the double-ITCZ problem—the ten-
dency to produce another strong precipitation band but south of the equator. Here, we
describe coupled interaction between the ITCZ and the North Equatorial Countercur-
rent (NECC) that is relevant to this problem. This current is a major component of the
tropical Pacific upper-ocean circulation, which flows against easterly trade winds and
transports warm water from the western Pacific eastward. Its core follows the latitudinal
position of the ITCZ. Trade winds converge toward the ITCZ, creating a local mini-
mum in zonal winds and generating positive wind stress curl that maintains an eastward
current despite westward winds. We show that interaction between the ITCZ and the
NECC involves positive feedback: a stronger NECC advects warm water from the west-
ern Pacific to the colder east thus increasing sea surface temperature (SST) along its
path, intensifying convection within the ITCZ and hence strengthening wind stress
curl, further strengthening the NECC. To demonstrate this wind stress curl-advection-
SST-precipitation (WASP) feedback, we conduct climate model experiments in which
we progressively strengthen the surface Ekman component of the NECC and observe
the intensification of the ITCZ and the entire NECC. Consequently, a weak NECC
leads to a weak ITCZ, which can contribute to the double-ITCZ problem in climate
models, since weak wind convergence north of the equator enables stronger conver-
gence in the south.
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One of the most striking features of ocean circulation in the tropical Pacific is the
North Equatorial Countercurrent (NECC)—a swift, nearly zonal upper-ocean current
flowing across the North Pacific from west to east against the predominantly easterly
trade winds (Fig. 1; 1–6). This current is positioned between roughly 4°N and 10°N
and flows in a narrow band between two westward currents, the northern branch of
the South Equatorial Current (SEC) and the North Equatorial Current (NEC). The
spatial structure and intensity of the NECC varies seasonally and responds to changes
in equatorial winds with stronger transport in the Summer-Fall season (2, 3, 7). It is
centered at ∼5°N in the western tropical Pacific but shifts slightly poleward as it flows
eastward to approximately 7–8°N in the central and eastern Pacific (4, 8). The cur-
rent’s maximum velocity reaches nearly 0.5 m/s (8). The NECC does not typically
penetrate deeper than 200–300 m, and flows mainly above the thermocline (6, 8). A
similar countercurrent exists in the Atlantic as well (9).
The location of the core of NECC generally coincides with the latitudinal position

of the Intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ)—a fundamental feature of the tropical
atmosphere characterized by atmospheric deep convection, intense precipitation and
enhanced cloudiness (11). The southeast trade winds from the Southern Hemisphere
and the northeast trade winds from the Northern Hemisphere converge along the
ITCZ, which leads to vanishing meridional velocity and a local minimum in zonal
winds and wind stress (12). A schematic diagram connecting the ITCZ, wind forcing,
and tropical ocean currents is shown in Fig. 1B. The local zonal wind stress minimum
is critical for the existence of the NECC as discussed below.
The winds deform sea surface height (SSH) via divergence or convergence of Ekman

transport (green arrows in Fig. 1B). Specifically, negative wind stress curl leads to
Ekman transport convergence, resulting in higher SSH and Ekman pumping (downw-
elling). Positive wind stress curl leads to Ekman transport divergence, a negative SSH
anomaly and Ekman suction (upwelling). Therefore, increasingly strong trade winds
north of the local zonal wind minimum near 7°N produce divergent Ekman transport
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(Fig. 1B), upwelling the thermocline and lowering SSH to
the north thus creating a northward pressure gradient force.
This wind pattern is zonally oriented across most of the
basin, producing corresponding zonal thermocline ridges and
troughs. The meridional slopes on their flanks set the zonal geo-
strophic currents which flow along ridge-trough contours, balanc-
ing the Coriolis force by turning to the right of the pressure gradi-
ent vector in the northern hemisphere. Consequently, the
geostrophic NECC flows east along the slope between the ther-
mocline trough near 3°N and the ridge near 10°N (Fig. 1B). At
the same time, an integral of vorticity-based Sverdrup transport
(Materials and Methods) explains the westward increase of NECC
transport in both observations (Fig. 1A) and numerical models
(Fig. 2 B and C).

A number of studies have focused on the response of the
NECC to migrating zonal winds (2) arising in the context of
the ITCZ latitudinal migration associated with the seasonal
and ENSO cycles. However, little work has been done on how
the ITCZ would respond to changes in the NECC, even
though eastward advection of warm waters by the NECC has
been previously suggested to contribute to the asymmetry of
the ITCZ with respect to the equator (13, 14).

The potential effect of the NECC on the ITCZ makes their
coupled interaction relevant to the climate models’ tendency to
generate two, sometimes nearly symmetric annual mean precip-
itation bands (north and south of the equator). This common
problem, known as the double-ITCZ problem, represents the
most significant model bias in tropical precipitation (15–18). A
too-weak NECC would result in a weak ITCZ, which in turn
may lead to the strengthening of the convergence zone south of
the equator (19).

Accordingly, the goal of the present study is to investigate sys-
tematically the coupled dynamics of the NECC and the ITCZ
using sensitivity experiments within a fully coupled climate
model. Ultimately, this study shows that the NECC and ITCZ
are linked via positive feedback that we refer to as the wind stress
curl-advection-sea surface temperature (SST)-precipitation (WASP)
feedback: a stronger NECC transports warmer water from the
western Pacific warm pool to the central and eastern Pacific thus
increasing SST along the NECC path, intensifying convection
within the ITCZ and hence strengthening wind convergence and
wind stress curl, further strengthening the NECC. To demonstrate
the importance of the WASP feedback and investigate the ITCZ/
NECC two-way coupling, we conduct coupled model experiments
perturbing the NECC by modifying vertical eddy viscosity along
the NECC path thus changing the Ekman component of the
flow. We then assess the impacts of the imposed changes on the
climate system.

Results

Conceptually, near the ocean surface the NECC can be decom-
posed into eastward geostrophic and westward Ekman components
(Materials and Methods). The latter component is maintained by
easterly trade winds dominant in the tropical Pacific (SI Appendix,
Fig. S1A). The surface Ekman velocity is inversely proportional
to the square root of vertical eddy viscosity (uEk ¼ τ=ρ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2mf

p
;

Materials and Methods). Therefore, for instance, reducing viscosity
would strengthen the surface Ekman flow, thus reducing the
NECC total surface velocity. SI Appendix, Fig. S1 B and C dem-
onstrates this effect and shows estimated anomalies in the surface
zonal Ekman velocity, if one changes vertical viscosity by factors

A

B

Fig. 1. (A) Observations and (B) a schematic for the upper-ocean zonal
currents in the tropical Pacific. Red arrows represent surface winds. Green
arrows indicate meridional Ekman transport induced by the zonal wind
component. Vertical blue arrows show Ekman pumping (downwelling) and
Ekman suction (upwelling) associated with Ekman transport convergence
and divergence, respectively. The purple curve (Z20) refers to the depth of
the 20 °C isotherm (a proxy for the thermocline depth). The directions of
the NEC and SEC (both westward) and the NECC (eastward) are also shown.
(A) From Brown and Fedorov (2008) (10) and is based on data from Johnson
et al. (2002) (8). The schematic in (B) is courtesy of Billy Kessler.

A B C

Fig. 2. (A) Maximum zonal mean velocity of the simulated NECC. (B and C) NECC total volume transport at 170°W and 140°W, respectively, as a function of
the VM that we use to increase or decrease the vertical viscosity coefficient computed by the model within the band 4N°–10°N, 130°E–90°W, and 0–100 m in
the perturbation experiments. The control experiment corresponds to VM = 10° = 1. See Materials and Methods for how the NECC maximum zonal mean
velocity in (A) is defined.
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of 0.1 and 10, respectively, without any further adjustment in the
system. These anomalies are based on the wind stress from the con-
trol run and thus represent the immediate effect of viscosity change
on Ekman velocity unaffected by ocean-atmosphere coupling.
We conduct a suite of perturbation experiments, in which

we vary eddy viscosity along the NECC path in a broad range
(Materials and Methods). We refer to these experiments as
50*Vis, 10*Vis, 0.1*Vis, and 0.02*Vis, where “Vis” indicates
the vertical viscosity coefficient that the model computes from
a standard mixing parameterization, and the multiplier in front
is used to increase or decrease viscosity in a particular experi-
ment. We note, however, that the resultant viscosity that the
model uses (i.e., output viscosity) varies in a much smaller
range than the viscosity multipliers would suggest (Materials
and Methods and SI Appendix, Fig. S7).
We find that the NECC maximum zonal mean velocity

increases monotonically when vertical viscosity is increased (Fig.
2). Similarly, the total volume transport of the NECC increases

monotonically as a function of viscosity, except for the 0.02*Vis
experiment (Fig. 2 B and C). This experiment has low viscosity
such that the Ekman layer depth becomes comparable with the
vertical resolution of the model, which may have contributed
to this result. Changes in the total volume transport through-
out these experiments confirm the importance of ocean-
atmosphere coupling in the perturbation experiments since
wind changes are necessary to alter the volume transport.

Next, we consider how the induced initial changes in the
surface Ekman flow would affect the entire NECC-ITCZ sys-
tem via ocean-atmosphere interactions. These interactions will
modify all components of the coupled system including the
Ekman flow itself since the wind stress is going to change.

Fig. 3A shows the equatorial currents generated by the model
in the control experiment. The NECC flows from west to east
(red colors within the black box) against the prevailing easterly
trade winds (vectors) over the tropical Pacific. It also depicts
the NEC and SEC to the north and south of NECC. A similar

A

B C

D E

Fig. 3. (A–C) Ocean annual mean surface zonal velocity (colors) and wind stress (vectors) in the control simulation and the 0.1*Vis and 10*Vis experiments.
Anomalies in the perturbation experiments relative to the control are shown in (D) and (E). The model vertical viscosity is modified inside the black box,
which spans 4°N–10°N, 130°E–90°W, and 0–100 m. Unlike the results in SI Appendix, Fig. S1, here the coupled system is allowed to adjust to the imposed vis-
cosity modifications, leading to further changes in the velocity field, wind stress, and other variables.
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but much weaker eastward current, the South Equatorial Coun-
tercurrent (SECC), occurs in the Southern Hemisphere. The
SECC does not extend beyond the western Pacific.
The effect of the imposed perturbations is shown in detail in

Fig. 3 B–E. At first, we focus on the 0.1*Vis experiment. As
expected, the zonal surface velocity along the NECC is reduced
(Fig. 3 B and D), which is consistent with the strengthening of
the westward Ekman velocity. The NEC also weakens which can
be explained by changes in the wind forcing. Specifically, there
develops an anomalous divergence of wind stress around the
NECC, forcing a southwesterly wind stress anomaly over the
NEC and strengthening this current. The SEC, flowing on both
sides of the equator, is also affected as the southward wind stress
anomaly induces westward Ekman velocity in the northern hemi-
sphere but eastward anomaly in the southern hemisphere.
Because the NECC transports warm water from the western

Pacific warm pool to the colder eastern Pacific, its changes
induce SST and precipitation anomalies in the central and east-
ern Pacific (Fig. 4 C and D). In the 0.1*Vis experiment we
observe a clear cooling along the NECC path in eastern and
central Pacific. This can be attributed to the reduced transport
of warm water by the NECC as evident from a decrease of the
SST advection term in the temperature equation in the steady
state (SI Appendix, Fig. S2D). The time evolution of key varia-
bles in SI Appendix, Fig. S3 shows rapid changes of NECC
velocity after the imposed viscosity modification, followed by
changes in SST and precipitation, which demonstrates that the
weakening of the countercurrent is the cause of SST cooling in
the eastern Pacific north of the equator. Subsequently, the sur-
face cooling reduces local convection, causing high atmospheric
pressure and wind divergence anomalies near the surface, as

well as reduced precipitation, indicative of ITCZ weakening.
Atmospheric response to the cooling generally follows the
Matsuno-Gill model (20–22).

We have already noted the anomalous wind divergence in
Fig. 3D which explains the induced changes in the NEC and
SEC. The generation of those anomalous winds appears to trig-
ger the wind-evaporation-SST (WES) feedback (19, 23). Spe-
cifically, the weakening of southeasterly trade winds reduces
evaporation and warms SST to the south of the equator, while
the resultant anomalous SST gradient across the equator ampli-
fies the trade wind weakening (Fig. 4C).

When we increase viscosity in the 10*Vis experiment, we
observe generally opposite changes in the equatorial mean state,
including a stronger NECC (Fig. 3 C and E), warmer SSTs in the
central and eastern Pacific along the NECC path, higher precipita-
tion, a stronger ITCZ, and stronger wind convergence (Fig. 4D).

Fig. 5 shows the profiles of the zonal mean SST, precipita-
tion and zonal surface current over the Pacific Ocean for the
entire range of perturbation experiments (0.02*Vis, 0.1*Vis,
10*Vis, and 50*Vis). In both experiments with smaller viscos-
ity, the NECC slows down resulting in a colder SST and
weaker precipitation. The weakening of the NEC and interhe-
mispheric dipole-like changes of the SEC across the equator
can be seen as well (Fig. 5C). We also see SST warming and
precipitation increase to the north and especially south of the
NECC due to the WES feedback. In the 10*Vis and 50*Vis
experiments, we observe a stronger NECC with warmer SSTs
and higher precipitation along the NECC path.

Changes in the NECC total zonal transport (Fig. 2 B and C)
indicate that the NECC geostrophic component is indeed
modified in the perturbation experiments, which is related to

A B

C D

Fig. 4. (A) Annual mean SST (colors) and surface wind speed (vectors). (B) Annual mean precipitation in the control simulation. (C and D) SST, wind, and pre-
cipitation anomalies relative to the control in the 0.1*Vis and 10*Vis perturbation experiments. Blue, red, and white contours indicate positive, negative, and
zero precipitation anomalies with 1 mm/day intervals, respectively. Wind speed is estimated at 925 hPa.
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changes in wind stress divergence/convergence. The annual
mean Ekman vertical velocity, calculated from the equation
w ¼ 1

ρ curl ðτ=f Þ, is shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S4A.
In the control experiment, positive mean wind stress curl

south of the NECC causes the divergence of Ekman transport,
lowers sea surface height, and induces Ekman upwelling which
raises the isotherms (Fig. 1B). In the lower viscosity experi-
ments (0.1*Vis), a weaker ITCZ leads to an anomalous anticy-
clonic pattern of wind stress, inducing anomalous convergence
of Ekman transport. Subsequently, surface water piles up along
the northern flank of the NECC, leading to the deepening of
the thermocline there and a smaller SSH slope across the
NECC (SI Appendix, Fig. S4B). The SSH changes are shown
in SI Appendix, Fig. S5D, while SI Appendix, Fig. S5A depicts
the annual mean zonal Sverdrup transport in the Pacific Ocean
in the control run showing the NECC and NEC.
As already discussed, trade winds converge toward the ITCZ

where a local zonal wind minimum develops. This minimum
in the easterly wind in the deep tropics and a wind maximum
in the subtropics set a region with a positive wind stress curl
and a northward pressure gradient force. This pressure gradient
force is balanced by the Coriolis force, which implies an eastward
countercurrent. Therefore, the increase of sea surface height along
the NECC northern flank flattens the SSH gradient across this
current, weakening the NECC geostrophic component as well as
the NEC (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 B and D). In the low viscosity

experiments, the anomalous rise of sea surface height relative to
the control simulation weakens both currents. In contrast, in the
10*Vis experiment we see anomalous upwelling, and strength-
ened NECC and NEC (SI Appendix, Figs. S4C and S5E).

Fig. 6A shows the annual mean vertical structure of the zonal
currents at 170°W in both control and perturbation experi-
ments. Four upper-ocean currents are prominent: SECC, SEC,
NECC, and NEC. The Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC) is
located at around 200 m depth and flows eastward. The clima-
tology and anomaly in the 0.1*Vis experiment (Fig. 6 B and D)
indicate that the NECC and NEC are both weakened and
there is also a slight poleward shift of the NECC in the reduced
viscosity scenario. This poleward shift is related to the poleward
shift of the ITCZ as it follows the warmest surface waters (Fig. 5).

Further, the northern part of the SEC strengthens while the
southern part weakens, experiencing opposite changes in the two
hemispheres. The EUC strengthens, which results from the
strengthening of easterly winds along the equator (Fig. 3D). In
the 10*Vis experiment (Fig. 6 C and E), we can find a strength-
ening and a slight equatorward shift of the NECC, opposite to
the low viscosity experiments.

These results suggest that the coupled dynamics of the NECC
and ITCZ is affected by the WASP feedback. A reduced viscosity
along the NECC weakens the near-surface eastward velocity.
This reduces the transport of warm water from the west to the
east thus decreasing SST in the central and eastern tropical Pacific
along the NECC path. Colder SST weakens convection in the
east, decreasing surface wind convergence. The weaker conver-
gence reduces wind curl and hence further weakens the NECC.
This loop amounts to a positive feedback between the NECC
and ITCZ, amplifying the initial changes imposed solely through
friction-driven surface Ekman flow. The direction of changes
reverses if we increase viscosity as in the 10*Vis experiment, as
shown in the flowchart in Fig. 7.

The coupling of the NECC and ITCZ is further illustrated
in Fig. 8A, which shows monotonic dependence of the ITCZ
intensity on the NECC velocity. The latitude of the ITCZ cen-
troid in the northern hemisphere shows a poleward shift in the
low viscosity experiments and a slight equatorward shift in
the high viscosity experiment (Fig. 8B) as discussed before.
Changes of the strength of the SPCZ also occur (Fig. 8 C and
D). In fact, we observe a seesaw relationship between the ITCZ
and SPCZ: when the ITCZ becomes weaker, the SPCZ becomes
stronger and vice versa. In addition, the SPCZ shifts meridio-
nally, albeit slightly, in the same direction as the ITCZ.

The opposite changes in the ITCZ and SPCZ intensities are
similar to the seesaw behavior of these two precipitation bands
described by Zhao and Fedorov (19). They have demonstrated
that in the tropical Pacific the response of the coupled ocean-
atmosphere system to a hemispherically asymmetric thermal
forcing (surface heat fluxes) involves interhemispheric seesaw
changes in tropical precipitation, such that the latitudinal posi-
tion of these rain bands remains largely fixed but their intensi-
ties follow a robust inverse relationship.

Conclusions

In our study, we conducted a suite of experiments wherein we per-
turbed the NECC by modifying the model vertical eddy viscosity
along its path. We find that the resulting, relatively small changes
in the surface Ekman velocity within the NECC yield systematic
changes in the geostrophic current. These changes reflect a positive
feedback (WASP) due to ocean-atmosphere interactions—a

A

B

C

Fig. 5. Zonal mean profiles of (A) SST, (B) precipitation, and (C) zonal sur-
face velocity in the Pacific Ocean for different perturbation experiments
and the control simulation. Black, red, orange, dark blue, and green lines
indicate the control run, and the 0.02*Vis, 0.1*Vis, 10*Vis, and 50*Vis
experiments, respectively. The gray line in (B) represents observational
data from an observational reanalysis data (ERA5). SST and precipitations
are averaged between 150°W–90°W and the ocean zonal surface velocity is
averaged between 150°E–150°W. Annual mean profiles are shown.
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stronger current leads to greater eastward SST advection and, ulti-
mately, a stronger wind stress curl, reinforcing initial changes.
In fact, most of subsequent changes in the NECC result

from changes in wind stress curl and hence sea surface heights,
and thus largely depends on changes in geostrophic velocity.
Although the wind stress anomalies do modify the surface west-
ward Ekman velocity further, these changes remain relatively
small compared to the geostrophic current.
A similar countercurrent occurs under the Atlantic ITCZ,

with a qualitatively analogous pattern of winds, so that our
conclusions here may also apply to the Atlantic. A further
investigation is needed, however, since in the Atlantic the zonal
SST gradient is weaker and the meridional structure of the
NECC is more complicated.
Both ocean and coupled GCMs commonly simulate a too-

weak countercurrent in the Pacific ocean (2, 5, 10, 24, 25).
The recent study of Tseng et al. (26) highlights this problem as
their ocean GCM multimodel mean composite shows almost
no NECC. Models forced with the CORE-II wind stress and
surface fluxes, which presumably provide a close approximation
to the observed surface momentum and heat fluxes, still have
difficulties in reproducing the NECC, both its strength and

meridional structure (25). Coupled GCMs have similar prob-
lems, which may be related in part to insufficient model resolu-
tion and deficiencies in the generated wind stress (10), but
unresolved physics and/or inadequate representation of ocean-
atmosphere interactions could be another important issue.

From an atmospheric perspective the position and the inten-
sity of the ITCZ is generally set by the SST distribution in the
tropics. A too-weak WASP feedback results in a weak NECC,
colder SSTs along its path, and hence a weak ITCZ, which can
contribute to the double-ITCZ problem persistent in climate
models as discussed in the introduction (15, 17, 27), as a
weaker ITCZ in the northern hemisphere tends to favor a
stronger secondary convergence zone in the southern hemi-
sphere (Fig. 5 and SI Appendix, Fig. S6; 19).

Indeed, Fig. 5B depicts precipitation data showing a stronger
ITCZ and a weaker SPCZ in the observations (gray line) than
in the control simulation, which is indicative of the model
double-ITCZ problem. Our experiments with enhanced verti-
cal viscosity and hence stronger NECC strengthen the ITCZ
and weaken the SPCZ, reducing this precipitation bias relative
to the control by approximately 10%. As the NECC remains
weaker than the observations, the problem does not disappear

SECC NECC

EUC

NECSEC

A

B C

D E

Fig. 6. (A–C) The vertical structure of the annual mean zonal current at 170°W in the control simulation, and the 0.1*Vis and 10*Vis experiments. (D and E) Velocity
anomalies in the two perturbation experiments relative to the control. The rectangular box marks the area where the model vertical viscosity has been modified.
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completely. In the experiments with a weak NECC, the ITCZ
weakens while the SPCZ strengthens, which amplifies the
double-ITCZ problem. Consequently, between the lowest and
highest viscosity cases (weak and strong NECC) the precipita-
tion bias is reduced by nearly 40%.

Ultimately, these results sheds light on the coupled dynamics
of the NECC and ITCZ, which involves a comprehensible set
of processes as illustrated in Fig. 7 and is critical for climate
model simulations. Our work demonstrates the complexity and
often unforeseen consequences of this ocean-atmosphere cou-
pling for the tropical region.

Methods

Experiment Approach. Theoretically, the NECC can be decomposed into geo-
strophic and Ekman components. The latter component is directly forced by
wind stress through friction. The eastward geostrophic current is associated with
wind stress curl and the corresponding deformation of SSH. The meridional pres-
sure gradient due to SSH is compensated at depth by the pressure gradient due
to the south-north isotherm slope. Our approach is to force changes in the
Ekman component of the NECC by modifying the model’s vertical eddy viscosity
and then analyze the resulting changes in this current and the entire NECC/ITCZ
complex caused by ocean-atmosphere interaction.

Assuming for simplicity that the winds in the region are predominantly zonal,
which is a good approximation in the western and central part of the basin, one can
calculate the surface zonal and meridional Ekman velocities away from the equator as

uEk ¼ vEk ¼
τ

ρ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2fm

p , [1]

where τ is zonal wind stress, ρ is the density of seawater, f is the Coriolis parameter,
and v is vertical eddy viscosity in the upper ocean used in the momentum equations
(28). In the Northern Hemisphere, the direction of the surface Ekman velocity is 45°
to the right of the direction of wind stress. Therefore, easterly trade winds generate a

Strengthens NECC Speed

Warms Eastern Pacific 

SST via Stronger 

Background Advection

Enhances Convection in 

the East

Increases Surface Wind 

Convergence

Strengthens Wind Stress 

Curl

Increased Viscosity

Fig. 7. A flowchart illustrating the positive WASP feedback loop triggered
by an increase in vertical viscosity. Note that when we change viscosity
initially, this modifies Ekman (near-surface) flow. The subsequent ocean–
atmosphere interactions predominantly affect the geostrophic current.

A B

C D

Fig. 8. (A) The strength and (B) position of the ITCZ in the Pacific Ocean versus the NECC maximum zonal mean velocity; and (C and D) the same for the
SPCZ. Different colors represent different experiments. The asterisks and gray bars indicate average values and one SD for each experiment. The ITCZ and
SPCZ intensities are defined as the annual mean precipitation averaged over 5°N–15°N, 150°E–90°W, 5°S–15°S, and 150°E–150°W, respectively. The latitude
is defined as the centroid of the precipitation in the respective hemisphere. See Materials and Methods for how the NECC maximum zonal mean velocity is
defined.
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westward zonal component in the surface Ekman velocity. Based on this expression,
we can alter the surface Ekman component of the NECC by modifying viscosity v. For
example, increasing viscosity would reduce the westward surface Ekman current thus
leading to a stronger surface flow in the NECC.

Unlike the surface Ekman velocity, depth-integrated Ekman transport, com-
puted for zonal wind stress as

UEk ¼ 0; VEk ¼ τ=f , [2]

is independent of viscosity and directed strictly northward. Consequently, in the
absence of coupled ocean-atmosphere feedbacks, by modifying viscosity we
would be able to change only the NECC surface flow, but not its total zonal trans-
port. However, in the presence of positive feedbacks affecting surface wind
stress, one can expect further changes in the NECC, including changes in its geo-
strophic velocity and total zonal transport.

It is important that the Ekman layer depth remains deeper than the ocean
mixed layer depth in the NECC region (20–30 m) throughout most of our experi-
ments (except for 0.02*Vis); consequently, changes in the surface Ekman veloc-
ity can modulate the transport of warm surface water from west to east and
hence alter SST.

In addition to Ekman theory, to analyze the results, we also use a theoretical
expression for the depth-integrated volume transport of the geostrophic flow. It
is obtained by integrating the meridional Sverdrup transport (28, 29) with the
use of the continuity equation:

Usverdrup ¼
1
β

ðxe
x

∂ðcurl τÞ
∂y

dx, [3]

where Usverdrup is depth-integrated zonal velocity (or zonal transport), x and y are
the horizontal coordinates corresponding to longitude and latitude, xe is the east-
ern boundary of the Pacific basin, and β is the planetary vorticity gradient in the
NECC region (β = df/dy). This relationship is valid in the ocean interior. Critically,
zonal flow given by this expression depends on an integral of wind stress curl.

GCM Perturbation Experiments. We employ the NCAR Community Earth
System Model (CESM1.2), a fully coupled model broadly used for climate projec-
tion and sensitivity studies (30, 31). The model’s main components are Commu-
nity Atmosphere Model-5.3 and Parallel Ocean Program POP2. We run the
model at the horizontal resolution of f19_gx1v6: 1.9° × 2.5° for the atmo-
sphere and land components, and approximately 1° for the ocean and ice com-
ponents. The grid for the ocean component becomes finer approaching the
equator and the latitudinal resolution reaches approximately 0.3°.

We conduct one control experiment and four perturbation experiments with
modified viscosity. In the control experiment the NECC reaches the maximum
speed of 23 cm/s (Fig. 2A), which is approximately half of the observed value. At
170°W, its simulated total zonal transport reaches nearly 17Sv (Fig. 2B), which is
in the ballpark of the observations, even though the available observational values
depend strongly on the analysis, time period, and longitude (4–6, 8, 26, 32, 33).

In the perturbation experiments, to alter the NECC, we modify the model
vertical eddy viscosity within an upper-ocean band along the NECC path

(4°N–10°N, 130°E–90°W, 0–100 m). To change viscosity, we simply multiply
the vertical viscosity coefficient computed by the model in this band by factors of
50, 10, 0.1, and 0.02, respectively. We refer to these coefficients as viscosity
multipliers (VM) and call the experiments as 50*Vis, 10*Vis, 0.1*Vis, and
0.02*Vis.

We stress however that the actual range of the imposed viscosity changes is
much smaller than the VM range, as evident from SI Appendix, Fig. S7 that
shows vertical viscosity used in the momentum equation (“output viscosity”). In
fact, average viscosity within the NECC region varies from approximately 60 cm2/s
in the 0.02*Vis experiment to 200 cm2/s in the control run and to 2,000 cm2/s in
the 50*Vis experiment. This smaller range can be explained by a negative
feedback related to the dependence of model viscosity on the Richardson number
as the latter depends on the vertical shear of the flow which in turn is affected
by viscosity. Increasing viscosity reduces the shear, which acts to decrease
viscosity.

We also note that no spurious gradients or shears arise along the edges of
the box with viscosity perturbation, since any strong gradients are quickly
relaxed by the adjustment of the currents. The aforementioned negative feed-
back also plays a role by reducing the imposed viscosity contrasts.

Each experiment continues for 100 y and the last 50 y are used for analysis
after the climate reaches a new equilibrium. When showing the spatial structure
of anomalies in the perturbation experiments, we focus on the 0.1*Vis and
10*Vis experiments since the 0.02*Vis and 50*Vis simulations, respectively, pro-
duce qualitatively similar patterns.

In addition to modifying vertical viscosity, we have considered other
approaches to alter the NECC intensity, such as changing the wind stress meridi-
onal profile or ocean thermal structure. However, these methods are either too
complicated to implement, or they are not physically consistent within the cou-
pled ocean-atmosphere system, or have additional major impacts on the tropical
climate.

Finally, the NECC maximum zonal mean velocity is estimated by zonally aver-
aging monthly surface velocity between 150°E–120°W (i.e., where the model
countercurrent is almost uniform zonally), then taking the maximum value
between 4°N–10°N, and then computing its annual-mean value. For brevity, it
is referred to as the NECC zonal mean velocity in Figs. 2 and 8.

Data Availability. Data have been deposited in coupled dynamics of the North
Equatorial Countercurrent and the Intertropical Convergence Zone (https://doi.
org/10.5061/dryad.3r2280ghg) (34).
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